JULY 14-18, 2014
AQUATIC MICROBIOLOGY CAMP
At Iowa Lakeside Lab

Iowa Lakeside Lab Regents Resource Center is pleased to offer this opportunity for high school students who have completed an introductory biology course. Participants will study diatoms—a fascinating group of microscopic, aquatic organisms.

Diatoms are interesting to study because of their diverse sizes, shapes, and the beautiful glass houses they build around themselves. During the week, students will collect samples from freshwater environments, identify the diatoms they find, and use them to practice the scientific method.

Participants may choose to commute or stay at Lakeside Lab. Meals will be provided in the Dining Hall, a converted barn with a panoramic view of Miller’s Bay. Thanks to a generous grant from the Friends of the Lakeside Lab, the fee is only $50 per participant. Students must provide travel to and from the camp.

The instructors will be Kerry Howard and Dr. Sylvia Lee. Ms. Howard, from the University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada, is a Lakeside Lab alumna who is completing PhD work in the study of lakes and diatoms. Dr. Lee is a postdoctoral associate at the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies in Millbrook, NY.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT LISA ROTI:
Phone: 712-337-3669 ext. 1 Email: lisa-roti@uiowa.edu
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HOW TO APPLY—

Please follow these steps:

1) Contact Lisa Roti, Iowa Lakeside Lab’s Campus Coordinator to receive an application form at 712-337-3669 ext. 1 or lisa-roti@uiowa.edu

2) Prepare a 1-2 page essay describing your background, interest in science, and your reasons for wanting to attend the camp

3) Have your science teacher send a letter of recommendation for you to Lisa Roti at lisa-roti@uiowa.edu

4) Email the rest of your application materials (including your essay) as PDF files directly to Lisa Roti at lisa-roti@uiowa.edu

APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL THE CAMP FILLS